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INTRODUCTION 
Big Flame (henceforth abbreviated B.F.) is a Merseyside group 

which publishes occasional broadsheets relating to working class struggles. 
Some of their publications have been excellent - we have even used·some of 
their material - but others are pretty confused. They have never made any 
clear statements about their political beliefs, largely because as a group 
they do not appear to have any. In private conversations some call them 
selves anarchists, some maoists, and some 1third-worldists1• Still others 
boast about being non-poJitical. vlhat unites them is a certain concept of 
industrial work, wh:i.ch they be Ll.e ve can transcend politics. 

A few days ago SOI~DARITY (London) and other 'Solidarity' groupa· 
received a couple o:i:' uiïciâ{êd photos'.;ated ehe e bc from the publishers of B.F. 
(78 Clarendon Rd., Wallasey5 Cheshire). In these they severely criticise 
our most r-e cerrb pe.mphlet t~C;r New Management' (The Fisher-Bendix Occupa 
tion). They even describe some of the vicws put forward in this pamphlet 
as lcriminal'. The subject matter they object to had not previously been 
discussed between us. 

We feel that the matters raisecl ..; and the me chod in which they \'iere 
raised - deserve wider discussivn. They ar-e examples of much that is wrong 
with the movement. We have t-herefore decided to puhJ.ish the B.F. letter in 
full, together with a reply. In the course of this reply we hope to ini 
tiatè a wider politic~ discussion of the differences between 'militants' 
an~ •revolutionaries1 - and of the differences between the concept of 
1autonomy1 and the concept of 'spontaneity'~ We hope that this discussion 
will transcend our particula:c d:i.fferences wi th Big Flame. 

To givc readers a better insight into the way B.F. viewed the recent 
struggle at E'isher-Bendix we are also publishing excerpts from their Br-oad« 
sheet about tbis dispute. Having read theoe documents carefully we suggest 
that readers look again nt our 01.,·n pamphlet - and draw their cwn conclùsions. 

FLAME' LET TER 
This is a letter of criticis~ addressed to SOLIDP.RITY (London) about 

their recent pamphlet, '~er N3~,,.r~Eagement'(The Fisher Bendix Occupation). 
We think that the pamph.l.e t; itself is a product of the way in which 1Solid 
arity' works, and that it shows a large gap between your theory and practice. 
Despite your theory of self .• activity and self-management, you are mainly a 
pamphlet-producing group. Therefore your response to any important issue 

~ is to write a pamphlet or an article aboutit. But because as a group you 
are divorced from working class struggles you are unable to write about the 
situation with any real understanding. 
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A clear example of this is the way 'Solidarity1 acted about Fisher 
Bendix. Three of your members came up to Kirkby.to visit the factory. 
But what can you understand from a visit? The draft for the pamphlet was 
written on the basis of a discussion with members of the Occupation Com 
mittee. Coming in from the outside, not knowing anyohe in .the factory,. 
you could only speak to the Committee, but remember, you get their view, 
which··is. riot ne ceaaard.Ly that of al:!: the workers. 

Throughout the pamphlet there Ls a constant confusion· ·between workers 
and shop stewards. On page·5 you say: 'The stewards remainirig in the 
:tàctory had given.the signal for workers to join in a march to the Admih 
Block as previously arœanged with the stewards who werè ·11negotiating11.' 

In fact, this march on the Aq.min Block was not organised or led by the 
stewards, but by a group of young workers.* Effectively you have denied 
the autonomy and self-activity of these workers - something which 'Solida 
rity' has spent much time denouncing other groups for doing. But, as we 
said, this kind of thing is inevitable from the whole way in which you 
write-about struggles, whilst being divorced from them. At least, when 
groups like I.S. do this, they know they're doing it - though this is also 
thé logic of their position, which says they must recruit shop stewards 
as being the vanguard of the working class. Obviously·they cannot criti 
cise them too much if they want to recruit them. And they were trying 
very hard to recruit Jack Spriggs, the convenor. 

Although on page 4 you say 'the stewards then started to plan a 
course of action', and on page 5 you say I the stewards were now negotiating 
with their own objectives in mind', and again 'It was agreèd that the 
workers would respond to a call from their stewards ••• •, yet on page 6 
you are able to say 'the worke.rs set about organising committees to take 
charge of various aspects of the occupation'. This is not so, the stewards 
did it. 

Towards the end of the pamphlet on page 10 we have some euphoria 
about how the occupation was run. We quote: 'The workers are developing 
their.own self-confidence to act for themselves. They are showing in 
.pra~tice how to solve problems on t~e basis of real democratic decision 
making. I learned something very new at Fisher-Bendix. We asked about 
how decisions were made. How did the committees function?'. 'The Occu 
pation Committee was based on the original Shop Stewards Committee covering 
the workers as members of different unions. But it was now an autonomous 
committee with many additions designed to run the occupation in ~aily 
contact with all the workers. This is the great advan·tage of an occupabd.on , 
There are always rank and. file workers on hand to see ·what is going on. · 
They can constantly be consult~d, or for that matter intervene if they feel. 
it is necèssary'. 

"' . For an account of the takeover by some of these young workers, see the 
BIG FLAME broadsheet on Fi·sher-Bendix. Available from 78 Clarendon Road, 
Wallasey, Cheshire. Please pay postage. 
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The reality was very different. All the decisions and all the 
interesting activity was done by the committee. Relationships did not 
basically change during the occupation. ·There was still a passive rna.jority 
and an active minority, who ran the show. The mass meetings did not •send 
a thrill right through' anyone. They were passive events. The only 
speakers were those from the platform, sometimes only the convenor would 
speak. The speeches were followed by applause and a ritual show of hands 
for the TV cameras. There were no important questions asked or any general 
discussion. Everything was left to the committee and merely ratified by 
the mass meetings. Even at the last mass meeting, there was no_discussion, 
about the details or the implications of the agreement, which had been 
mediated by Harold Wilson. 

When you say that the.commi.ttee 1was now an aùtonomous committee' 
that was truer than you think. It was autonomoua unto itself and not 
really accountable to the workers b~cause, with so little real involvement 
_or information themselves, they were in no position to question the com 
mittee. There were several workers.who were very critical of the way the 
committee was set up and the way it operated. But there were not enough 
of them, so they did not feel confident or strong enough to voice their 
criticisms. 

Whilst saying all this, we don't really blame the people on the 
committee. They acted in the way that good trade ùnionists always do and 
within the structures that they have always known. Because of this it is 
all the more criminal for revolutionary groupa like 1Solidarity1 to bolster 
up these attitudes and these structures, which help to maintain the passi 
vity of masses of working class people. 

BIG FL{l..ME will be publishing a fuller analysis of the Fisher-Bendix 
struggle in the next issue of our bulletin, price 5P• Available from BIG 
FLA.ME, 78 Clarendon Rd., Wallasey, Cheshire. We would also welcome any 
reactions to this letter. 

THE rBIG F'LAME' BROADSHEET (EXCERPr) 
BENDIX - HOW THE WORKERS TOOK OVER (A group of workers sa.y 
how it happened) 

After the Xmas holiday t~e factory grew tense. Thorn'P said the run 
down would begin· on January 3rd, a Monday. Everybody felt things were 
coming to a head. Sit~ins were being discussed. 

There was a false start on the 4th, Tu~sday, when the stewards issued· 
a half hour ultimatum.to the bosses. But ~t was soon extended for 24 hours. 
It was obvious Thorn's didn't really take our threats seriously. They 

} . .~ 

···------- 
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weren't taking any precautions against a.sit-in. Over the last few weeks 
some of us had got together because we felt something had tQ be done about 
the· close down. ' There were about 18 ·of.us. Our idea was to stage a . 

.. demonstraticn that woula pr ov e to mn.::agement that we were dead serious, 
the stewards were not alone in the struggle. On Wednesday the ultimatum 
ran out and the stewards weremeeting the management in. the boardroom •. w~ 
were only certain about five·minutes before it happened that we wanted a. 
demo. And we had to keep quiet because of security. 

So when we started the march to administration, it wasn•t really spon 
.. ta:neous. for us. About 150 workers filed up the sta;i.rs shouting I Industrial 
Assassin', but as we got nearer to the boardroom it turned into a softer 
chant. of •out, out, outl'. 

This was it. We'd forced ths issue, and shown how militant we were, 
but outsidè the boardroom door we suddenly felt childish. Nobody wanted 
·to go in. It was like a barrier at the door that we hadn't the nerve to 
·cross, after·we'd spent months and years taking orders from the managers. 
Outsi·de there was this terrible feeling of frustration because nobody · 
would walk in. Suddenly, Tom, probably knowing there .was no choâ ce , 
ste.pped in and the rest followed. Once you' re in, there' s no problem - 
they1re only men. 

Within a few minutes the boardroom was packed tight with over 50 of us. 
T~e atmosphere was so tense that one wrong word would have turned it into 
a ·barney. Then Jack Spr;i.ggs, the convenor, got up and told the management 

. they had 15 minutes to make Ùp their minds or wé would have to ask them to 
'leave the prenuses. If they were scared - and they must have been, seeing 
the looks on·our faces - they didn1t show it. Of course they left. You 
see, there comes a point when demos have to stop and action to begin. We'd 
no idea until it happened. that there would be an occupation that morning. 
It just happened spontaneously, it came out ·of the situation, and sudd·enly 
eveyb.ody knew wha t we had to do wi thout anyone saying 1 right, lads, we 're· 
going to have a si t-j_n ! 1 • 

During the 9 week strike, only about 50 of us were involved, it was 
difficult to find. pickets and some workers were out there 14 hours a. day.;·· 
I also think we Ire doing Thorn' s more damage this way. Of course a si·t:.in 
would be uselesS: if Thorn' s were skint, but we · don' ·t believe they are.' · 
They1ve got orders for ~1 m. worth of radiators for the next few years. 
I think this has shown the utter folly of strikes. Women we couldn1t get 
out with us on the 9 week strike are now as involved as anyone else in 
the occupation. 

And there's another thing about sit-ins. He (po1nting to a worker 
across· .the table) works 9 feet away from me· but thl.s is the first time I · 
ever talked to him. This has brought us all closer together and everybody's 
talking about things. In a way, we•re not so inhibited now1 These·si~-ins 
should be the start of our industrial r.evolution. The workers shou,ld be 
lef:t to run the fac tories providing they do i t efficiently. We .can 

I 
t leave 

it to·anybody else anymore. There's no choice between the governments. 
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The problem here is that we1re not all involved in what•s going on. 
Twenty stewards are doing nearly everything. I'm just a glorified telephone 
arranging pickets, so that a few people can go tô meetings to make deoisions 
!111 follow. There weren1t enough stewards - one departments has 2 for 240 
men. It's a big problem we're going to have to sort out together if we•re 
going to stick together. 

OUR RE PLY: 1) THE CRITICISMS 
Leaving ~sida.for the moment the abuse ('criminal1 bolstering up 9f. 

reaotionary attitudes and structures), the snidy allegations (•mainly a pam 
phlet pnoducâ.ng group ••• divorced from working class struggles 1), and the 
·factual inaccuracics ('coI!ling from the outside ••• you could only speak to 
the Committee') - all of which we will deal with later - 'the B.F. letter 
~ontains two main criticisms of the 'Solidarity' pamphlet: 

. a) The fi~st criticism is that the 'Solidarity' pamphlet understressed . 
the action of the .r-ank and file and overstressed the rcile of bhe shop stewards; 
1Solidarity', it is alle.ged, constantly failed to differentiate between worker~ 
and stewards. Underlying this criticism is, of course, the assumption that thE 
stewards at Fisher-Bendix were totally integrated into the trade union bureau-11 

cracy. According to B.F. the march on the Admin. Block and the occupation of 
the Boardroom were I not cr-ganâ.ae d or led by the stewards 1• The march and oc cul 
pation are described as 1spontaneous1 events, led by a group of young workers. 
1We1d no idea, until it happened, that there would be an occupation that morn 
ing. It just happened spontaneously. It came out of the situation'. Accord 
ing to B.F., the 1Solidarity' pamphlet 'effectively denied the autonomy and 
self-activity of these workers, something which 1Solidarity' has spent much 
time denouncing other groups for doing'. 

b) The second criticism is that the 1S0lidarity' pamphlet did the very 
opposite. It was 'euphorie'. It overstressed rank and file participation 
during the occupation and understressed the bureaucratic manoeuvres of the 
un:i.on machine. To our version of what happened at Fisher-Bendix, B.F. counter 
poses another reality. 1All the decisions and all the interesting activity wa 
done by the Committee. Relationships did not basically change during the occu 
pation. There was still a passive majority and an active minority, who ran th 
show'. 1 Solidari ty' is no longer accused of denying anyone I s auto1~omy:. We ar 
now accused of· alleg:i.ng autonomy where in fact there was none. · · · 

. According to B.F. both defects in oùr pamphlet stem from a com,rnon 
source: the fact that we •are divorced from working class struggle'. 

.r: 

2) THE FACTS 
Let us deal_with these criticisms one by one, bringing them down from tk 

realm of fanta~y·. and, submitti:rig them to a confrontation wi th a few hard facts. 
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Firstly to dispose of acme red herrings. We --reject the allegation 
that 1Solidarity' is 'mainly a pamphlet producing group1, divorced from,. 
working class struggle. We certainly produce pamphlets (which is presuma 
bly better than not producing pamphlets, and probably marginally better, 
i.e. of more lasting .va Lue , than producing broadsheets). But we also try 
to produce and pr-opaga.t e .'ideas, -not just about working class struggle, but 
about all areas where the system is being _challenged~ about :E_olitics in 
fact. We also feel that these ideas shoùld be coherent. In our opinio~ 
an informed and oonsciou.s working class, understanding what it wants, 
knowing how i t will have to struggle to achâ'eve i t and aware of the obsta 
cles (internal and external) it will have to overcome, is an essential 
pre-condi tion for a.'YJ.y significant social change. We hold this · belief most 
deeply, as it is for us the basis both of meaningful struggle today and of 
non-manipulated, self-managed society tomorrow. And because of this we 
are as much concerned with ~ho èirection in which we are moving as with 
the· movement itself. 1All movement and no direction' is certainly not our 
motto. We are concerned with the lasting effects of what we do or say, 
father than with demagogic declarations or mindless buzzing aiound from 
one dispute to another. · 

li 

Secondly, did we get an accurate idea of what was going on at Fisher~ 
B"endix? Seven comrades visi-ced the place, two of them twice. _ :They were 
experiençed comrades with long records of struggle as militants, stewards 
and convenors. · We don' t like to engage in such 'pro2.ier than thou I declà.m 
ations and are only prompted to do so to l~efute the :.,:::·.cc:'...-;:::::i.::c allegations· 
of the B.Fo letter. - 

who cl.id our comrades speak. to in their search for information'? r'e 
is quite untrue that they 1only spoke to the Committee'. They spoke to··. 
many rank and file workers, in addition to stewards and to those active on· 
some of the Committees. They spoke to workers just sitting around, ·and to 
.others playing cards or bingo. It is true - and here B.F. may have a point 
that had we spoken to more workers, on more occasions, other facts.may have 
emerged. But we could not c.tay in Kirkby indefinitely (some of us have.to 
work for a living). We do not cla:i.m moreover that we are infallible, or 
that we immediately got all the relevant facts. We think we g·ot most of 
them. But we preferred urgently to dissenri.nate those fà.cts we did get 
hold of (in the hope that they would further the ~evelopment of the struggle 
itself) than to stay at home and get none of the facts (for which ;-.re wouid 
doubtless also have been cri ticised by B·.F.). 

Let us now turn to the two specific a.reas of B.F.'s criticism of the 
•Solidarity' pamphlet. We can imagine no better way of vindicating our 
view of what happened tha~ by t~tking up aome of the statements made by- ••• 
Big Flame itself. When one' is as politically confused as B.F. one doesn•t 
worry unduly about holding and disseminating mutually contradictory views. 
Unfortunately they can I t all be simultane.ously true and some of the chick 
ens will incvitably corne home to roost. 
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~t· the Big .. Flame Broadsheet refute the B.F. letter. In their i 
article· 1A group of workers say how i t happened 1 · we are told that after 1 

the Christmas holiday I si't-ins. were beâ.ng discusse.d I o So the idea of a L 
sit-in was .. ar.ound , · The day before the sit-in started a group of workerf?. · 1 

were discussing a demonstration ·to show t~at 'the stewards we:nre not alone · 
11 in the struggle'. If this revealing sentence means anything at all, it . 

means that the stewards were contemplating action and that groups of workersl 
were alsc feeling the need for i t and were planning for i t. 1 

1 
1 

"If 1 
1 
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of the 
a) Was the occupation I spontaneous'? Was i t decided on -bhe .. spu~ '· 
moment by people who 'had no idea, until it.happened, that there 

be an occupation that morning1? This is what B.F. alleges. 

Let us now turn to the central event: the famous march onto the 
Admin Block. Was it really decided only 5 minutes before it happened? 
the march was as 'spontaneous' as B.F. alleges, can they explain why, 
during the march, the master keys to all parts of the plant were taken from 
the place where they were usually kept (as we reported in our pamphlet)? 
Was this some kind of 'spontaneous', divine foresight? Did those who 
'spontaneously' start the de~o think of the keys ••• before they even knew 
there was going to be an ·occupation of the Boardroom? Or does B.F. deny 
the whole episode of the keys? 

We now reach the door of the Boardroom~ According to the Big Flame 
Broadsheet there was •a ter~ible fee~ing of frustration - bccause nobody 
would walk in. Suddenly Tom, probably knowing there was no choice, stepped 
in and the rest followed'. But who was this mysterious·T.om, whose hand 
was being thus guided by àn inexoral:?le destiny? Why has Tom got no sur 
name? Could he possibly be one of those reactionary stewards, whom 1Soli 

darity' is· .constantly mixing up with workers? To be more specific, c'Ouî'd 
he be one Tom Staples, Treasurer of the Occupation Comnittee, Secretary of 
the Kirkby, Huyton and Prescott Trades Council and a member of·a ~olitical 
party for which neither B.F. nor 1~0J.idarit~1 have much .time? 

Let us continue our I spontaneous '·· excursion wi th B.F. Jack· Spriggs, 
the Works Convenor, gets up in thè Boar-dr-oom, He tells the management 
1they had fifteen minutes to make up their m.tnds'. Was Jack really saying 
the first thing that passed through his head'? Was he really acting on the 
spur of the moment? Was his stateme·nt really an impromptu utterar.ce, :riot 
previously discussed with other stewards? Are we really to believe that 
Jack Spriggs· had been inadvertently sucked into a demonstrations led by 
18 young workers, not quite knowing what was happening to !lim and what it 
might all Le ad t·o?* B.F. should really not project its own naivety onto 
others. 

As far back as Decemb~r 11·, 1971 •~alist Worker' carried an interview 
with Jack Spriggs in which he explained how ~inside the ~isher-Bendi~ fac- j. 
tory a 50p. le~y is b eing buil t up as .a figh ting fund • • • ul tima te ly, .our .. I 
main weapon wi':ll·b'e the sit-in strike ••• A sit-in here will provide a foca~ 
point for a fightback against unemployment throughout Merseyside'. l 

l 

"' 
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In our pamphlet we mention the systematic preparation for the sit-in. 
We describe how workers from Fisher-Bendix had, over a period of weeks, 
visited U.C.S. and Plessey's - and more recently Allis-Chalmers. We report 
how they had studied various types of occupation, to see what would best 
suit their own particular circumstances and needs. Is this true or isnt'it? 
Would B.F. like to face our informants and tell them they were inventing 
all this? Had there or had there not been extensive discussions about 
appropriate modes of action? Are we really to believe that nobody knew 
the occupation was going to take place on that particular day? Anyone 
saying this at Bendix would be laughed out of court. 

. . 

There are other strange omissions in the B.F. account of. events. 
There is no mention of the fact that.there had been a joint meeting of 
staff and manual workers (the first for many.a month) on the day before the 
occupation. Or of the fact that the workers and some of the staff in the 
Admin Block immediately join~d the shop floor workers, as part of a con 
certed plan of action. Why are these crucial facts ornitted? Could it be 
because they clash with B.F.'s account of how the occupation developed? 

To ignore some facts and to distort others - in orùer to show that 
the Fisher-Bendix oc~upation was the outcome of a purely 'spontaneous' 
action by a group of young workers - and to assert that the stewards had 
nothing at all to do with it - is rather pointless. It is not going to 
kid any of those who took par-t. Are the 1facts1 being presented in this 
way in order to encourage others to act in a similar way? Is the purpose 
to create a myth? Such cynical manipulation of the fa~ts reveals a basic 
ally contemptuous at·;i tude, unfortunately qui te widespread among certain 
sections of the 1revolutionary1 movement today. What is implied is that 
workers are too stup~d to accept reality as it is and therefore have to be 
jogged along with injections, at the appropriate time, of doses of revolu 
tionary mythology •. 

b) Let us now turn to B.F.'s second point. Was the occupation as 
bureaucratically run as B.F. implies? Didn't the relationships change, 
just a little, during the sit-in? Didn't anything new ecerge? Is the 
balance sheet totally negative? Was it a dispute 'just Jj_ke any o bhé r' 'J: 

To ask these questions is to answer them. We presume (although we 
would .. like reassurance on this point) that B.F. would not have. b'een:int 
erested in this dispute if i t had been 'just like any other'. Again their 
own account (in their Broadshee·i;) refutes what they say (intheir letter). 
We are told (in the Broadsheet) that 1these workers no longer leave every 
thing to their shop stewards and the ·negotiators' and that they now 'have 
a new attitude to p.olitics'. Either this is true (:tn which case· the cri 
ticism they make of 'Solida:r·.:i.t;f' s description of. the occupation collapses). 
Or it is untrue (in which case they are again engaging in their little 
game of revolutionary myth-making). The Broadsheet cl~ims that •women we 
couldn't get out.with us on the 9 week strike are now as involved as anyone 
e1se in the occupation ••• this has brought us closer together and every 
body is talking about things'. (Hardly a pf.c ture of •a passive majority 
and an active minority•). 
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. We are finally told (again in the Broadsheet) that 'in tije· last few 
days,·at Bendix, workers have got to know for the first time people who 
often worked right next to them. For the first time they are all working 
toge'ther for themselves'. How do B.F. square up 8:11 this with their sta 
tement that 'relationships did not basically.change during the.occupation'. 
How basic is basic? If they mean that there was no revolution they are 
rig,ht~ If they mean that hundreds of people didn't find themselves doing 
thingà or thiliking things they had neither done nor thought before, they 
are wrong~ Is B.F. allergic to such facts? Oris it just that they are 

· not too concerned about such trifles as reality, coherence and consistency? 

But B.F.'s muddle-headedness doesn't end there. Their Broadsheet 
tells us that •twenty stewards are doing nearly everything1• Their letter 
implies that these twenty-odd characters were dominating everj c~e of the 
very numerous Commi ttees, taking every decision, miraculously getting · 
everything endorsed, syotemati·cally denying a voice to the rank and file. 
If B.F. believe all this, the first prize for Utter Confusion must surely 
go to their statement that 'there weren•t enough stewards'. B.F. must 
think their readers.are utter moronst 

We don•t dispute that there were, in all probability, bureaucratic 
and manipulatory aspects to the hehaviour of certain shop stewards at 
F:isher-Bendix. We are not claiming that from one day to the riext people 
nurtured in the tradition of bureaucratic manoeuvering changed their·spots. 
In our pamphlet, written at the height of the occupation, we warned that 
'if occupation is pushed and manipulated by such people (i.e. by trade 
union officia1s or members of 11vanguard" type parties) the very form it 
takes may result in workers being denied the right themselves to manage 
their own struggles. Under such circumstances occupation would ·not auto 
matically result in a more advanced type of struggle'. '.But at·Fisher-Bendix 
this was not, at that stage, the main point. We were interested in what 
was ~in Fisher-Bendix, not in what is the common denominator of so many 
industrial disputes today. 

The point of a pamphlet like ours was to bring to other·workers 
information denied them by the mass media and by the traditional revolu 

_., tionary press. This information to be helpful must, of necessity, hinge 
on the .!!fil! developmènts thrown up in the cour.se of the struggle i tself • 

. . ··: If nothing more important emerges from the reading of our pamphlet than 
that some workers in struggle grasp the need a) to concentrate in their 
own hands as many as possible_ of the physical resources of the firm (i.e. 
the full implications of the 'raid' on the Moorgate Rd. stores), and b) 
the need to involve their relatives in collective decision-taking, then 
our pamphlet, in our o.pinion, will have been well worth .produ"êiiig. If 
B.F. believe that all stewards, in all circumstances, are irre'versibly 
integrated into th;-î,rade union bureaÜcracy, they should say so openly in 
their publications. They don•t. One can only conclude that they speak 
with one voice in their public utterances - and with another when they 
throw shit on other groups. 
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POLITICS OF CONFUSION.· . ~ .. 

All this flows, of course, from an inability to think dialectically, 
to see the contradictory aspects of reality at any given time, to recognise 
what is a developing tenaency (to be encouraged, assisted and.publicised). 
and what is a declining one ( to be helped to the grave or just ignored) ~. · 

. In the simplistic world of B.F. everything is seen in black and 
·white. The workers are seen as the embodiment of good (even when they talk 
of running the factories 1efficiently1, which in the context of their pre 
sent consciousness means according to the norms of bourgeois cost-effect~ 
iveness) •. The shop stewards, on the other hand, are seen as totally intè 
grated into the trade union bureaucracy. The fact that stewards are 
usually elected regularly· and are revocable (whereas the trade union offi-· 
cials are often neither) just doesn1t corne into the picture. Things can1t 
be described as they are; they must conform to models. 'My mind is made 
up, don't confuse me with facts•. For instance B.F.'s letter claims that 
the members of the Occupation Committee •acted in the way that good trade 
urrl,.onist~ always do and within the structures they have always known'. 
This is both inaccurate and leads B.F. to turn a blind eye to what was· . 
really new and immensely encouraging in. the Fisher-Bendix occupation, namely 
the notion of mass meetings attended by wives and relatives, who in this 
way would be less liable to the pernicious pressures of the mass media. 

Did the stewards in fact 'act in the way that good trade unioniste 
always do'? Sit-ins briilg workers froni different unions together as workers. 
Is ~his really one of the tradi tional concerns of the trade union bur eau-' . , 
cr.acy? .Why does· B.F. regard the ste"1ards, also faced with the ,sa~k,. as the. 
inevi:table enemies of ·the workers, under ~ circumstances? z Are they. not 
worlœrs too, also liable to be affected by the redundancies, and also 
interested in struggling against them in the most efficient way possible? 
We have repeatedly denounced the usurpation of the function of shop steward 
by members of yarious vanguard sects. We saw no reason however to drive a 
wedge between stewards and men in a situation like Fisher-BendiX, where 
there was not m,uch conflict of interests. 

Blindness t·o what was new also led B.F. to underestimate the signi..; 
ficance of the seizure of the stores from the Moorgate Road Depot, at a 
very ea~1y stage of the dispute •. Are raids of this kind now to be regarded 
as routine .operations, run by trade union officials? We felt such events . 
were important and ·We .. stressed: them because thëy ·shOW that workers· are ... 
beginning·to .think with their heads (instead of with.the4'. palls), bo plan· 
their actions (instead .. of just reacting to ·events). Some ··revolutionar:i.es ·' 
could we1.l follow the exa.mple ·being set. ·· 
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In our pamphlet we welcomed the dèvelopment of sit-ins, 'for which 
we have 1been·-systëma.ticali-y 9ampaigning for fna.ny yeJ1rs. We also warned 
of their limitations." · ·we, t,r"ï;e~ t o l'iace thi~/.ta'ctic.·i'rr-. ,t.he·_ c9t1:-text" of, a, 
number of possible methods of struggle. All this is too complic.ated·f.br 
B.F;;.; wh<:>· in their new-found enthusiasm for the sit-in denounce I the utter 
foily of strik~s 1• We would have enjoyed watching them expound .tbis doc 
trine to the miners1 pickets, outside any large powe.r station. This _J1on 
sen,se again flows from B.F. 1 s I a.11-or-none 1, ·• one-or-the-other', totally ·· 
undifferentiated approach to real problems. We don•t consider this parti 
cularly helpfùl.· Sur~, the Big Flame Broadsheet makes no grea:tdemands 
on those who read i t •. But this. is for·· the simple· reason that .. "it makes no 
such demands on. bhose who wri te ;i t. · 

Where the confusion of B.F. 's 1politics' (or rather 'non~politic·a·I') 
'· r-e ached its -zenith was in ·their publication - in the· Broadsheet - of a· . 
'Stâtement from-the Workpeople'~ This wasn1t a statement from the w~rk~ 
people at all, as anyone with an ounce of political savvy would immediately 
have recognised. It was a stalinist-inspired polit:Lcal document, signed 
by a number of the real local trade union bureaucrats. B.F. published it · 
witho1,1t comment. They therefore appearedto endorse what the-document. 
said. The document. supports the actions of Merseyside Labour M .. P_.s in the 
House of Commons. The se fakers want to call for an 'enquiry' ;_ in· po·li tical 
terms·an investigation sponsored by a government rèpresenting the interests 
of Capital into the affaira qf a firm, also representing the interests of 

· Capital. The 'stateme~t' bhe n proceeded to denounce the Tories for_ their 
attit1:,1dè to closures and-unemployment. But it didn't utter a squeak about 
massive closures. and sackings unde r a Labour government, whi'ch a1so .repre 
sentèd the interests of Capital. If all this·isn't mystification with a 

·- vengeance, what the hell is it'? 'Solida!'.ity' is acc_used of not. being _able 
to distinguish between workers and shop stewards. We deny. the· cha~;ge ,.:: b_ut 
it is certainly a less serious one than confusing the voice of the •work 
people' with the farts of the Loca L stalinist apparatus. 

There is no vacuum in politics_. · The 'non-politics' of B.F. leads 
directly to the uncritical dissemination, 'by an allegedly re-volution~y 
pape·r, of the politics of our o ppone ntie , 

,, ', ... . "' "' ... 
•• 't.. . . 

,.T~s - leads us tP: discuss, in conc Lusd on , two important areas which 
di.tferentiat~ us. fr.om_ gr-oups such as BIG FLAME. One c once rns •autonomy' 
and 1spontaneity'.~- The other the differënce between being·a 'milita.nt•,: 
and being a 'revolutionary_' • 

·-··. 
..··.{-:· 
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~AUTONOMY' AND tSPONTANEITY' 
There seems to be a great deal of confusion, in the revolutionary 

movement, about such concepts as 1autonomy1 and 1spontaneity1• The words 
are~ synonymous, as is so often assumed. 

Autonomous, strictly speaking, means 1which makes its own laws' and 
.therefore, by implication, ·"which acts in i.ts own interests'. An autonomous 
working class action is one in which workers have acted with their own, 
independent, class objectives in mind. These objectives are totally dif- 
.ferent from the objectives of 'their' employers, of 'their' firm, of 'their' 
country, or of 1their*·union leaders.· Autonomous class action becomes 
possible when the working class sees itself as •a class for itself'' (to use 
Marx's phrase) - i.e. as a class conscioùsly, explicitly and collectively 
concerned with its own fate in society. 

Full autonomy has both ideological and organisational components • 
. Ideological autonomy denotes that one has gained as much understanding and 
insight as possible into the influences that mould one1s thinking. It 
means that one•s thinking has been freed, as muchas possible, of alien 
class influences, of alien class values, of alien class •rationality•. To 
gain ideological autonomy is a difficult process. It requires that one 
identify the numerous residues of bourgeèis.thinking we all carry with us, 
because· of the society in which we live. These are often much more powerful 
and deeply implanted than people imagine. ·The "1orking èlass struggle for 
autonomy is the struggle to free itself of all that lirtgers on, in its 
thinking, in its habits.and in its patterns of organisation, df the society 
it is. fighting against. 

For revolutionaries, to assist working.class autonomz means to. 
denounce the various mystifications that prevent· the working class from 
achieving this kind of insight. Among such mystifications are the Leninist 
myth that 'the working class can only achieve a trade union consciousness', 
the myth that socialist consciousness has to be inj·ected into the working 
c.lass movement by middle class professional revolutionaries, the myth that 
R~ssia and· ·China are some kind of 'workers state', the myth that the Labour 
Party is a working class party, etc., etc~ To assist the.development of 
genuine autonomy means a c onscd.ous refusal to pande r' to·· wqrking class back 
wardness, to working class confusion or to wor.king class illusïons, for the 
sake of immediate popularity. It means consciously vaccinating oneself 
against the disease of •workeritis', a condition in which everything the 
working class says or does, however reactionary, is miraculously endowed 
with transcendentally positive qualities. 

Organisational autonomy means the creation or development of organ 
isations totally controlled by the workers themselves and with which they 
can totally identify. No such organisations exist today. At certain times 
and in certain plao9s workers councils have approximated to this type of 
organisation. 
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l Revolutionaries should constantly be advocating the organisational 
autonomy of the working class, the breaking of all bonds which tie the 
working class to bodies controlled by the employers or by their state. They 
should denounce the stranglehold of the trade union bureaucracy on working 
class organisation. But if such organisations are ta be genuinely auton~ 
mous, revolutionaries will a Lso have to denounce their usurpation. or their 
manipulation by stalinist, trot.skyist or maoist mi.cro-bureaucrats. In 
practice this would mean explaining the real nature of the. stalinist 
controlled Id.aison Committee for the Defence of Trades Unions, of the SLL 
controlled All Trades Unions Alliance and of similar bodies.. Patiently , • 
explaining the real nature of thesa bur.eaucracies is a political task. It 
cannot be done by simply piling invective on particular opponents because 
of their ethnic background or sexual habits. These methods do not· contri 
bute to autonomous politics. On the contrary they pander to the most back-· 
ward tendencies among workers. 

It will be seen that autonomous action requires a high level of 
working class consciousness. It can take place suddenly - or on.the 
~ontrary be spread out over a considerable period. It is not in th~ least 
!spontaneous•. 

1Spontaneity', on the other hand, denotes something which seems to 
· · happen wi thout apparent cause, wi thout obviously being the result of pre;vious 
preparà tion. In the sense of an I e ffec t wi thou t a cauae ' , t'here is probably 
no such thing as 1spontaneity' in politi,cs (or,.·.in life). Human reactions 
are always largely determined by previous experiences • 

. If th~ pérson who reacts •spontaneously' is not consciously aware 
of why he is acting in a given way, th:j.s does not at all mean that there 
are no causes for his· actions. It only means that the causes elude him 
because they are subconscious. Such subconscious drives reflect previous 
conditioning~. From a class point of view 1spontaneous' actions may be· 
positive or negative. They may reflect tendencies to genuine autonomy or 
they may reflect all the prejudices of estahlished society. 

'Spontaneous' .action is usually baken to mean action which breaks out 
without having been planned beforehand. !t does not in the least follow 
that such an action will be in the long-term interests of workers. It 
could be 'spontaneously' reactionary. 

Of course, when bhere are positive 'spontaneous' ac td ons (i·.e. 1ispon 
taneous' actions which: assist or .reflect the development of class autonomy) 
these should. be r-e por-bed fully. Of course groups of conscious .militants 
can play an important role in t~iggering off crucial events. We have 
described this process repeatedly in our publications, whether dealing with 
particular industrial disputes or with larger .events like the Hungarian 
Revolution or May 1968 in France.* · But one shouldn' t invent ~ apcnbane oua" 

".!. i 

* See, for instance, the: article 'On Active Minoriti.es' in vol.V, no.~t. 

·~:.:.:. 
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actions, out o.f deferénce to some nebulous .concept of I spontaneity'. And· 
it is. even le.as permissible to ignore real actions, bacause . you have dis-· 
agreements with th.ose who .initiated th~ This history I à la carte' helps. 
no one: .. tidying up. :r·eali ty is a frui tless pastirlie. Only .. the truth is 
revoluti.pna:rY.•: . : . . 

Beèause o'i :<>Ur oppôsi tion to tradi tional (Bolshevik) types of revol- .. 
utionary ·or:ga;nfSàtion, 1 Soli dari ty' is of ten accused by the t.rad ;re:vs of c • . 

being. advocates .of •spont·aneity'. * . With a blissful diSregard for evd.derice 
.they do this,. despite otir constant endeavoU:r to avoid using politically 
meaningless ternis like 'spontaneity•·. ** Big Flame reflects ano.ther ld.nd 
of confusion. We are ·accused of denying I autonomy' to a group· of workers 
because, in our pamphlet, we did not· mention one of their all;egedly 'spon 
taneous I action. · We have argued earlier .about the .facts themselves. It is 
difficult to argue llere about the ideas, be cause words are uaed withou·t f3.flY 
real thought as to their ·meaning • 

.. 

. ' .: MILITANTS'. AND 'REV.OLUTIONAR>IES' 
' There is also much confusion, in the .po1:i.tical scene today~ as. to the 

diff erences between 'militants' and 're·volutionaries' • The main difference 
be tween them is .a question of' :poli.tics (we don't mean .PEµ"ty or institution 
alis~d poli tics, bùt poli tics in thÈ;! full sense · of the tèrm, na.rifely · concern 
about everything. that goes on around us and :in particular about the ~èlations 
of· people to the socièty they wish to overthrow). · 

A militant is someone who sees · op.ly part of social ;realî ty~· l{:is -. or 
her struggle is confined to. a. limited area (industry, education, the" teriànts• 
movement, .women1s .liberation,. etc .• ). · · · 

·· ·.::A· rèvolutionary, on the other hand , seeks to develop an ove·rall under 
standing· (a.ndhence an overall theory)·concerning the structure of.~:Las~ 
society. He is interested in the various mechanisms which hold it togëther 
and whereby it perpetuates itself. This should lead him to examine a wide 
range of· phenomana , including the internalisation of the values _of .. e Laaa 

·. iioèiety into his· own thinking and behaviour. · .·. 

. . - . . . 
T~e: latest·example of th:i.s·nonsense is to be found on ·p.143.of Tariq Ali's 

''·Tlie "Coming British Revo Lubâ.on ' (Jonathan c.ape, 1972) •. Apparèntly 'Solid 
arity' s 1belief i.n spontaneously-generated political 'conacd.ouene es' lea~s us 

. - .. to ... '.deny .the .. need f.or any organisation 1• Both the premise and the c onc Lu- 
sion are false. · The 'argument i ; moreovè:r, is a non-se qui bur , ·· · ·· · · · .. . . ' 

For an analysis of how we see the development of working class conscious- 
néss, see 1Solidarity', vol.V, no.12. 
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A militant may be involved in a very radical struggle, say at work, 
and then come home and wallop his kid (or hie wife) who want to play or 
talk, whereas he wants to watch the telly. He will not realise that his 
actions at home are in complete contradiction with his struggle at work, 
because he does not relate them. He does not realise the relevance of his 
personal attitudes to a generalisation and a better understanding of the 
meaning of his struggle. He is not aware of the necessity to place his 
atruggle at work into the wide_r context of the struggle for the liberation 
of people in~aspects of th.eir lives· and at all .Leve Is , -- 

Similarly many women may achieve deep insight intq. their centuries-old 
exploitation (by both men and class society) andyet fail to perceîve the 
significance of autihord.bard.an relation.s .Ln other arèas ·of life. Some of· 
the most vociferous militants of women1s liberation can, for instance, 
consider themselves 'Maoists•. Thay can boast of the 'equality of women· 
in China• -and ignore the fact that, until recently, of over 100 members of 

· the Central Committee of the Chd.neae 'Communist Party there were only 2 · 
women: Lin Piao1s wife and Mao1s. And we don't know what•s happened to . 
the formerl 

. ·. A revolutionary, aware of the need of this wider outlook and of inte 
grating his experiences (and those of.others) into a coherent pattern,will 
therefore make a more total criticism of the social and economic order. 
He or she will consider any form of human se·lf.;.activi ty in struggle .;.be 
it economic, political, sexual, social or cultural - a,p relevant to the 
general struggle towards a self-managed society. 

It does not follow that a revolutionary holds any truth or blueprint, 
nor that he or she has solved all the contradictions of his or her life, 
or of his or her relationships with other people. These contradictions 
being so~ial cannot be solved on a.n individual l_.evel:. 

But the fundamenta.l--differe1lce between revolutionaries and militants 
is that the latter will rarely be even aware that they (and everybody else) 
have such problems. They will often dismiss. a.ny attempt at discussing them 
as irrelevant to - or a 'diversion' from - their partîcular struggles, 
precisely because they haven•t yet (for various reasons) generalised the 
meaning of these struggles into a total critique of society at all levels. 

We have been told that the production of historical pamphlets - or 
of such pamphlets as .' The Crisis of Modern Society' and 'The Irrational in 
Politics' - are •a waste of time' because they are not •activ~ty•. We have 
been told that work among scientists or heated arguments about ideas are a 
'diversion from the class ·>strug::;le'. We shudder to think of the" type of 
'socialism' that would be introduced by those who f eeL that the s.ubjects · 
dealt with in thes~ publications are •marginal' and 'can be left to look·. 
after themselves•. It is because of our belief that they can be rationally 
dis~ussed - with industrial workers as with any other group of people, 
and that this is important - that 1Solidarity' is a political organisati-0h· j 

1 

! 
' . ___L 
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and not just a journal of industrial agitation •. We feel t~at lasting 
effects on people I s thinking is more likely to flow from involvement_ in 
all that affects them in their·-everyday life, and not just from involvenient 
irÏtheir strug-gles at work. · · 

But our concept of being •revolutionaries' (as distinct from,just 
militante) is very different frôm_ what is generally understood by the .term. 
By 'being revolutionaries' we donit mean - as ·the leninis~s do - belonging 

.- t'o .. some Vanguard Party, destined to lead the masses into the promised land. 
The leninis~s consider· themselves as embodying some kind of absolu be., 
'revèaled' truth, and as being the incarnation of the· •~storical interests 
of the working class'. For us, being revolutionaries only means seeing 

'-a-little further than others. What we see should change, as does society 
itself. For us there is no such thing as .an absolute truth, whether in 
politics or elsewhere, and the idea of a complete and final theory - 
:embodied in the practice of some Party - is, in the modern era, nothing 
but a bureaucrat' s dream and moreover a tool, helping him manipula.te the 
oppressed. For us, revolutionaries are not an isolated elite, destined . 

. to a:n.y vanguard role. They are but a product (albeit the most lucid one) 
of the disintegration of existing society and of the growing awareness-of 
what it will have to be replaced by. 

~· : '. POPULI SM: A DEAD END, 
Heated politièal arguments are useful among revolutionary groups, 

provided they share a certain measure of undar-abandd.ng , Ar'gument is dif 
ficult if one group consistently refuses to spell out its vi~ws, an attitude 
which itself reveals much more than it conceals. 

- ·B.F.'s sudden outburst against our coverage of the Fisher-Bendix 
occupation highlights this problem. We have attempted to answer their 
mi.srepresentation, point by point. But that is not enough. What prompted 
B.F. to launc]:l such a caricature of a critique? Was it a differencè in 
political outlook? To grant this would imply that B.F. had previously 
:.~~pressed its ~ polit~cal_ conceptd.ons , its own 1~'1orld-view'. But thi_s _;s 
precisely_ what B.F. has failed to do. Nowhere, to our knowledge, has J?.F. 
explained its reason !.or existing as à tendency separate · from the rest· of 
the left. 

This would involve answering certain questions. Fer instance what 
doe s B.F. thi:nk of the shop stewards .m.ovement,. of the dïfferent trade union· 
bur-aaucr-acd.e s , of the verY concept of trade unionism, of the Labour' Party', 
of- the Communist Party and its induatrial ba~e, of the traditional groupa 
of the·Leninist left? What do they think of the various •national liberà~ 
tion struggles', of .Premier Castro,· Che Guevara, Chairman Mao, Uncle Ho, · · :.; 
peasant struggles, urb~n guerillaism, the IRA? And what about.-all the otlier 
areas of everyday life which express clearly the decay and instabili ty o:f : .: 
this system, outside of the mere econoni?-s_tic-emphasi·s_ of B.F.? · 

1 

~ 

_J 
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Is this not .po.Ut.ics? If not,. why not? A philistine disrega:t'd for 

substance i:s .seen in this pea;rl,- ·Culled from their Bulle'tirï No·.2'.(oe·t. 71).: 
1We want ·.to· he Lp establish a ... network. But we want i t to be a në·twoik ·b.:t: 
activiats, wh.ç:,,. attempt to link ~nd ·show the rele'vance of differen:{::_str1ii.-. ·. 
gles. We,don•·t want to send Cour Bulletin) to :people who aren't pr~ -, pârè'a ..... 
to do any.thing• .• The criterion for .earning B.F. i:s appr-ova L is then èl:oing ••• 
'anything~·. But what? Populist ,.a.ctivism is base d on a myth, the myth 
which claims that wo.rking class or.igins thezpselvês consti tute a guàrantee 
for being,.:.revolutionary. Such an attitude is found mainly among impatient .. · 
middle, C'lass radicals, who have half-digested aocd.a Id.am and are ashamed of 
their ba·ckground. Since the trade union bureauè.racy is mostly composed of 
people coming from the workin..g: c Laae , some .cr the :intellectuals infected ... 
with this brand of populism tend to confuse ·the,.pùreaucracy with the c1ass 
itself. Thus an informal fusion,-usually idëoiogical, occurs between the. 
1worker-populist' and various c~r:re-nts which seek to reform the unions. 
Such a trend has already emerg.ed; ·for example,· ·:j.n B.F. 's uncritical pµbli~ 
cation of., •:Lassons of the Postal Strike' by bhe Merseyside Post1;1;l Alliance. 
The pamphlet has good IJ).aterial in .. it, but is marred by mystifying ·coJtclü- 
sions such as 1our union needs to be democratised'. · · 

B~F .. 1.s lack of coherence is understandable. The •worker-populist' 
considers that •support' for ·•masses in struggle' is enough. Cr:i,.tïcism-of 
the political content of these struggles is~considered diyisive, sectal'.ian: 
or coming fr.om 'a~ademic quarter.a'. The at~empt is thu~ ~~~4e to qonsciouslY 
castra te. ·any revolutionary cri tique, based on clear theor.eti.cal concepts. ·· 
B.F. attempts to1drive a reaction~ry wedge l;>etween revo:J_~tio~al'Y. worke~s 
and other revolutionaries. I t doe a . ao by pandering · t o the .wo;rst anti- · · 
intellectual prejudices of many :wçrkers •. Historical:ly th~iië . .':prejudiceà 
have been whippe.d up by tlie br ade µnio~.-bureaucracy (t~è nâiise~ting. rec~nt 
example of Ray Gunter Ls. the~.e. t o . emphasd.se the point); .. ·, P.r,-è.judiçès have · 
also been whipped up by vard.ous polit;i.~~l parties th~t. haye:~cquired a 
working class electorate, often with disastrous re.süi.ts.:for working people. 
B.F.' s anti-intellectualiom isola tes those numez-oua worke·r-intellectuals, 
within any working class, w~o ~y their own sustai~ed efforts and persistent 
devotion to the liberatio.n of j;he,ir .: c.Laas , have lo:n,g since abandoned pre ju- 
dices which still haunt B.F~· · · 

If all that Big Fla~~- can <i>ffér as a politicai~-expla.~ation of itself 
is recipes for collective ~:i,nvolvement I ·' certain .. cru.~.s'!;~ôns s'j:;ill remain. 
On what basis will µeciëions..be take:p,?. What ar-e f;hë"g:rq4,p's politics? The 
last 10 years have,.~e~n dozens of. groupa appaar . whic'h·'·lla:v~ '~ough~ to avoid 
'politics' (some m.thin the .1S01idarity1 mpy.ement itE?elf)'. ,They·.hav~ ·a:Ll 
ei ther disappeared .. wi bhouf leavihg.- a :tra?e··or - more Pï:1-rticu11~tY in ~he .·· 
United ·States - t·hey have d~genera:\;ed.,' .and_~j,.n their decrepitu9,~. become·~. i. 
either,,liberal (l)r stalinoid · 'third ... worldis.t'. 'Going to. the· wôrking class·• 
is nota politi~.a;J.· pr-ogr-amme t or' a criti..qi'.ie',ç,f· .soc;i.ety.'.· __ It.1.à'.not eveniihë 
basis for a viable group, as our 'neo-narodniks' will aooner- or la ter .· 
discover. · 

•:.i-.: · .. 
"".•. 

B.F.1s practical activities (orthose of any group) implicitly define 
a world-view. It is high time the supporters of B.:T.- .aoughti explicitly to 
ascertain the views of those who founded their group. The fact that B.F.'s 
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politiës haven•t been made clear up till now leads one to suspect that a 
de.eply manipulaJivè game is being played, agame quite' in the tradition of 
the leninist left. The example of certain Italian groupais there for all 
to see. 

The libertarian left in Britain has been weak in showing that cons- 
. cd.oua intervention can help make an I uncri.tical' mass action a more çoherent 
and lasting on.e. · The .difference is enormous. Working people don't live 
in a vacuum and part of their age-long problem is the deep cleavage between 
what they .!!.2, and what they say they are doing. The question is not to·clap 
.from the sidelines and enter into raptures about I self-managemerit I whenever 
one sees a group of workers attempting to control their own lives in living 
struggle. Varyihg degrees of •self-management' are implicit in the daily 
existence of working people, and become deeper and explicit in struggle, 

. simply because no struggle can be won, even in trade union terme, ·wi thout 
· a measure of se;Lf-activity. The revolutionary dimension appears and develops 
when the conscious and deliberate critique of society by the working class 
fuses with its practical 1self-activity', reinforcing it, and in turn being 
nourished by the. ·elemental drive of a class striving for full self 
consciousness. It is here that groups of 'pamphleteers' - yes, 'pamphleteers1 

like 'Solidarity' - can and must intervene and fuse their politics with the 
revolutionary· action of masses of people. People who just do •anything' 
will probably end up doing the donkey work for the reactionary tendencies 
in any such mass activity. 

Big Flame has no co.nsistent poli tics, on any issue. On 1t,ny particular 
issue, it m'ilBt therefore have a whole series of formulas, copied from the 
whole range of left organisations in Britain and elsewhere. Thus at times 
it might appear to uphold the strivings of the rank and file; at others it 
will confuse these strivings with the actions of the trade union bureaucracy 
(thus unconsciously adopting a semi-trotskyist stance). This •attitude' 
must of course extend to all areas of the group1s involvement: student 
milieu, 'youth culture', womens' liberation, Claimants Unions, cornmunity 
politics, etc. And, if its roots were leninist yesterday, they might 
become leninist again tomorrow •. After all, if po;:i.itics is just a question 
of 'doing something I then the. rest. can all be bought - at bargain prices - 
in any revolutionary supermarket. 

We have no monopoly of the truth and do not for a minute deny B.F.'s 
- or anyone e Lse t s - right to be a·s·critical as they .like of 'Solidarity's 
ideas or methods of action. We do however demand that criticism be honest 
and informed - aimed at helping the movementi forwa.rd - and not just ignorant 
gossip. We are, we confess, surprised at B.F.1s method. To disseminate 
'information' about the allegedly •cri.mina!• attitude of another tendency in 
the movement (without having first at-t;einpted to·ascertain the facts by 
approaching that organisation directly ~ and while maintaining a facade of 
comradely relations) is not in keeping with e~pected norms of behaviour 
between libertarians. It smacks of a very ·.different tradition. We can see 
no rational reason for the malevolence behind B.F .. ·, s 'Le t be r , which we can 
only construe as a hostile act. We will not be mealy-mouthed or pull our 
punches in answering back. Our reply however, unlike their attack, will be 
a) political, and b) principled. Nothing but good can come from such a 
confrontation of views and methods. 
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